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 AT LEAST SHORT TERM REVERSAL TYPE ACTION FOR CORN 
AND SOYBEANS. WHEAT COMPLEX FALLING. 

Posted on 7/15/2015 6:16:40 AM 
 
WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR OVER 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN 
TED AND HIS GROUP.   

Higher close for oats and rough rice while lower for Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with 
soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil. Now we've seen Minneapolis wheat fall five out of its last six trading 
sessions, KC eight out of nine and Chicago six out of nine. I'm not surprised since I feel the wheat complex should be 
sold on rallies as you all know if you've been ready my weekly comments. However, now Minneapolis and KC are on 
the cusp of decent support areas and speculators should think about lightening up or lowering trailing stops on short 
positions. I am still looking for wheat to fall further and could be helped by reversal type action in the corn and beans. 
Of course like I keep mentioning, at least partially hedging your crops is a personal thing depending how they're doing 
in your area and what your costs are. Let me set you up with our hedge department for help. WHAT HAVE YOU GOT 
TO LOSE BY JUST LISTENING?  I mentioned last week that the chart formations below, in my opinion look 
dangerous for a nice size correction. This week I switched to the December contracts although the heaviest volume 
remains in the September contract because of spreading the former contract makes more sense if you follow corn. 
The one thing that has helped the grains (soybeans) go further than they normally would have was the 
announcement that there would be a resurvey in Kansas, Missouri, Texas and Arkansas. I continue to feel the wheat 
and bean prices have been a gift for farmers to add on to their hedges. I continue to foresee the wheat complex 
coming back down along with the bean complex eventually right behind while corn could hold up the best based on 
the fundamental picture at this time. Naturally, weather will continue to play a strong part in this scenario. Also, 
China's continued economic problems and enough grain for now don't help the situation. Either way, you can't really 
go wrong doing some hedging if the pricing is right for you. Trying to catch tops and bottoms is more luck than 
anything else as far as I'm concerned. Oats have been trending higher since early May but no longer look like they're 
in a bull pennant but just moving sideways since the middle of July. It's best to look at the other grains for decent 
trade possibilities at this time. I need to see a close over three dollars to feel confident about a sustained 
rally. Rice continues to look really bullish with its best close since early April. Closing over 1070 was significant in my 
opinion and over 1100 should help its trend higher continue for now. Corn made its highest high since June 27, 2014 
before settling lower in reversal type action. Our hedge department pegged the 450 area as its near term objective 
which proved to be right on the money and settling over 450 on Monday could prove to be significant in my opinion. 
Also, corn looks good technically and better than the rest of the grain complex fundamentally.  I still need to see 
beans (Nov.) settle over 1040 (Nov.) even though they just broke through that level before tumbling in reversal type 
action.  Good support remains around 980 which it nicely held last week. On the other hand meal has been stronger 
than oil lately which is helping hold up the bean complex. Although I am longer term bearish the bean complex, the 
technicals say otherwise as you can see below. Oil has been a drag on the beans since early June or the beans 
would probably be much higher than they are. A close below 3175 should still give me a sell signal. BUY SIGNALS 
FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY, CHICAGO WHEAT, SOYBEANS AND SOYBEAN MEAL ALONG WITH OATS, 
CORN AND ROUGH RICE. For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & more, sign up for a FREE 30 –day 
trial to markethead. 
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